






















Sticks of Cinnamomum Camphora were passed from hand to hand, we 
scratched their surface with coins and released the smell of camphor.













CD is tired, overplayed and skips constantly. (The price to pay to look as good as a psychedelic 
coated donut.)
A sweet smile from a waiter as he sticks a small yellow Post-it note with my order onto his forearm. 
What creates this mood?
Tacky, chic and co-ordinated. SOHO with all its stimulants.
Strained luxury, a guarantee taste of sanity. Nothing can describe this taste. So crisp - so smooth.
You drop Pearl’s black circles directly into your glass. She always said it would quench your thirst 
when you most needed it.
My memory flips like that track skipping on the CD or the non-hierarchal sensation of looking between 
multiple screens daily.
A masterpiece –
A morning’s masturbation followed by group meditation and a tube strike.
PHYSICAL MINUS MONEY floating in oysters.
STRIKE 3
Upon a speckled vinyl flooring sits a Brazilian BBQ place. 
Interesting, 
eastern, 
fusion. Pound for pound. Buffet mix, you know all you can eat.
It’s comfortable here,
Adults only. Streak, steak, shift and shake summer’s approaching. Lets have a BBQ we could smoke 
meat and e cigerettes. Can you pencil me in? 
Not sure how long it’s going to take me to get from A to B today
Straight run now, dog, fish, synth, Run straight now. There’s that stone in my shoe. Bodies bobbing 
along the sidewalk. Spare tires and flat tyres. Forced to walk. Work it off. Sweat it out sweetheart.

But when can I see you again? We can flow in and out of our bodies.
We can coat your fingers in my saliva.
To be fair last night we went to the moon, past my Saturn cycle and back again to “Planet Hollywood.”
Oh my, oh my, OH,
My values are different to yours. I’m a………
The night teases the day. Lay lines itch under your scalp. Variations from one DNA structure to the 
next.

clack, c-lack, kerlak, kuhl-Ack

The pressure seeps in. An alarm of desperation. We aren’t making headway. When is our period 
Steamy rectangle? Shall I fetch the reflective pain bucket? 
Select and save.
The stars disperse away from the artificial heat made from coal not water.
The shaking of a person laughing hard.
You’ve shaken that up. Shit stirrer, stirrer of shit. Mixed in with modrock, enzymes and hormones. Left 
staining areas of the fluffy purple carpet. I think I’m going to be sick.Yeah,
Make a U-turn here -
I’ve got to get out.

Hannah Stearn

WATER-CURSER-HIGHLIGHTER-BLUE

STRIKE ONE

The grooves outlined the people of the four hundred and fifty three’s faces. 
Four hundred and fifty, 
three chains. 
After chain after chain fall onto clavicles.
This is what it feels like to ride a body.
Welcome to the bus tour of prosperity. 
May your journey be prosperous.

12 Route masters, more commonly know as taskmasters from the 80s sit in gridlock needing to be 
restarted.
Your retina scans convex and concave silhouettes, facial armour and
body paraphernalia that complete the four hundred and fifty three.
These people have no faces. 
They are waiting to explode and implode vital organs against bullet proof Plexi on board this open-
plan room on wheels. 
The spotlight of pure omega 3 and vitamin d and essential oils circulate where the faces once were.
One being is wearing a hoody and has a body coated in marzipan.
You youthfully rub the window, close your eyes and think back to what it felt like to be moving. 

Rain pools, jean pools and diving boards.
Water sits between your thumb and forefinger.
Water-curser-highlighter-blue jangle around in your oversized hand. 
Who knew chew-chew could exist within these sweaty rectangles? You spot a deadpan man sitting 
on a bench. On a date wearing Google glasses. It looks like its going really well.
A room’s solitude.
Dado rails. 
Perfectly matching and square 
made for couplets, quadruplets and more.
50 x 50
Symmetrical patriarchal drapes drip overhead. 
A face could be no other form. 
Tiny coins made from sap move around in pockets. All members of the team reach for their screen. 
STRIKE 2
An archaic mood created through clumsy arranging of flowers and bowls of white and brown sugar. A 
famous folk singer’s less known album plays from a single speaker. Ranting from the corner setting 
the mood.
People engage with the space by repeatedly digging the available teaspoons deep into the sugars’ 
well. Twist the utensils and then repeat. 

The specifics of the space.
A landslide of stars fall into the ether, multiplied by their reflections speaking a broken English.The 




















